
 

Good Enough Learning Pilot 

The CARE Bangladesh learning pilot team 

embarked on their learning journey with an 

overarching goal in mind. CARE needs to play 

a more active, visible and externally focused 

role to maintain its relevance in the country. 

To achieve this, it is important for CARE to join 

with others in advocacy networks, sharing its 

evidence and learning to influence policies 

and programs, and strengthen collaboration 

with Government, partners in the civil society 

and the private sector. 

Understanding How Change 
Happens 
CARE Bangladesh’s role in conducting advocacy on issues such as worker’s rights and women’s empowerment is 

evolving, as more local NGOs and CSOs play a more active role in community level engagement. For CARE to continue 

playing an active role in the advocacy arena and for CARE to influence and scale its impact, it is important to clarify 

the purpose of CARE’s advocacy efforts, with a deliberate emphasis on connecting to social change movements and 

scaling impact. It is important to emphasize relationships with CSO’s not just during project implementation, but for 

learning, influencing and collaborating to leverage resources for wide scale impact beyond a specific project’s scope 

and duration. 

Learning Questions 
The CARE Bangladesh team narrowed its focus on advocacy to issues of gender based wage discrimination among 

female agricultural day laborers in the Northwestern region of the country. This issue is aligned with CARE’s future 

priorities in the region, is currently a core impact group, and builds on the successes of the Pathways Project, which 

was implemented in country with support with the Gates Foundation. With the target population defined, the 

learning pilot team set out to answer three questions:  

1. Who are CARE’s current advocacy partners and what is the nature of these relationships? 

2. What are the key principles for scaling advocacy work from project-based to national-level efforts? 

3. In scaling advocacy work, who are potential partners and what are their potential roles? 

Study Approach 
Successful advocacy efforts are highly contextualized and dependent on socio-economic structures, existing policies, 

various stakeholder’s attitudes, and the interactions between these factors.  An innovative approach used by the 

CARE Bangladesh team was to “begin with end” – the team developed a skeleton of the final learning pilot report 
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before starting primary research. This served to orient all staff participating in the learning pilot to start with a clear 

understanding of the final output.  

An initial step in answering these questions was to take stock of existing information on wage discrimination among 

female agricultural workers to examine gaps in CARE’s understanding of the issue. This enabled the team to identify 

opportunities for advocacy efforts to scale impact and ultimately be developed into successful legislation. The team 

them organized workshops with Local NGOs and National and International NGOs, alliances and platforms for bottom

-up and top-down advocacy strategic discussion respectively. By assessing organizations’ responses on specific issues 

related to the issue of wage discrimination, the team identified the most relevant partners and their attendant roles 

in advocacy efforts.  

Findings 
Identifying CSO Advocacy Partners: The learning process enabled the CO to subdivide advocacy partners using 

criteria such as their impact, ability to communicate broadly, alignment with CARE’s rights based messages etc. 

Applying these principles of advocacy to a sub-set of actors helped CARE understand that for successful advocacy on 

wage inequality requires a balance between bottom-up and top-down approach with CARE Bangladesh working as 

liaison between different stakeholders. CARE’s role will be to provide technical and organizational support while 

CSO’s promote the voice of the civil society. The challenge will be to keep these kinds of collaborations with CSO’s 

separate from funding arrangements and donor funded project coordination. 

Identifying National Advocacy Partners: Using the same approach in identifying CSO partners, the study team 

identified national and international NGOs, alliances and platforms that would help CARE Bangladesh to place its 

work at the ministerial cabinet-level. Discussions with these national and international NGOs and national alliances 

revealed key next steps, including the development of a “Women’s Development Policy” – a key piece of legislation 

to be used to push for government accountability on the issue of wage discrimination. 

Developing a Coordinated Advocacy Strategy: To encourage solidarity amongst the current advocacy efforts in 

Bangladesh, and develop a strategy that guides CARE’s actions in this arena, the learning pilot was used to clarify 

CARE’s role from local, to regional to national level advocacy efforts. The learning pilot team determined that there 

needs to be greater emphasis on connecting to social change and scaling impact. Reflections from stakeholder 

workshops highlighted the need for an action oriented people’s social movement with a network that connects 

CBO’s NGO’s, local government, media, and INGO’s. Some also mentioned that the power structures which prevail 

within the Bangladeshi landscape cannot be bypassed if advocacy efforts are to achieve sustainable impact in 

Bangladesh.  

The Good Enough Learning Pilot was the first step towards a long-term plan for organizational advocacy of CARE 

Bangladesh as it adapts to the changing dynamics of Bangladesh. This effort helped the CO identify a set of 

potential partners and their various roles in advocacy. Further, the pilot led to the development of an informal 

agreement with major networks and organizations operating with a single message – “Women have equal rights 

to job opportunities and wages”; a unified ask – “Establish equal pay in government-supported agriculture work”; 

and a solution – “Local governments take an active role in enforcing laws and regulations regarding equal pay.”  


